Vaksen COVID-19 la se Pwoteksyon!

Gason: Vaksen COVID-19 gen sa nou bezwen!
Fi: De kisa w ap pale?
Gason: Li gen mRNA ladan li. Se li ki bay kò nou enstriksyon pou li fè antikò ki pral konbat viris COVID-19 la.
Fi: Pafè, pwoteje m ak vaksen an!

Aprè w pran vaksen an, sonje pou ou kontinye kenbe distans sosyal epi mete mask. Jiskaske nou tout ansekitre.

Pa bliye tounen pou dezyèm doz ou a!

Enskri la:
https://coronavirus.maryland.gov/pages/vaccine
1-855-634-6829
Comic Title: The COVID-19 Vaccine Is Protection!

Image #1: **Woman:** Are you going to track me?  
**Man:** Of course not, but I will protect you with the vaccine.

Image #2: **Man:** The COVID-19 Vaccine has what we need!  
**Woman:** What are you talking about?  
**Man:** It has mRNA, which instructs our body to bring out the antibodies that will combat the COVID-19 virus.  
**Woman:** Perfect, protect me with the vaccine!

Image #3: After getting the vaccine, remember to continue to social distance and wear a mask. Until we are all safe.

Image #4: Don’t forget to go back for your second dose!